Criteria to access Module 6: Certification Quiz

Users are required to view all course content found on the ERIC-Concise course page. This guide instructs users on how to ensure all content is successfully viewed in 2 parts; (1) Navigation Panel and (2) Course Content.

1) Navigation Panel: Users are required to read through all topics featured in the left navigation panel. Course pages viewed are indicated by a green circle, as shown in the screenshot below:

2) Course Content: All interactive materials featured in individual topic pages must be viewed. Examples of these interactive content are as shown below:

(A) Pop-up content: Clicking on individual shapes reveals pop-up windows featuring added content. Click through all of such shapes to view added course materials.

(B) Check boxes: Clicking on checkboxes, such as those shown in the screenshot below, reveals added course content. Check all such boxes to view course materials.

(C) Flip cards: Clicking on white title cards flips them to reveal more information. Click through all such flip cards to view course content.